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SANTA CRUZ CITY SCHOOLS       

Resolution 10-12-13 
Measures to Support a Reduction in Gun Violence 

WHEREAS, the Newtown, Connecticut school shooting tragedy reminds us our 
children are the most precious and vulnerable members of our society; and 

WHEREAS, it is our responsibility and most important priority to ensure that 
students, teachers, and staff have safe and healthy schools and, given the 
current national debate about gun rights, we must remain committed to their 
safety above all other concerns; and, 

WHEREAS, the Connecticut tragedy was yet another case where military-style 
weapons with high-capacity ammunition clips that hold more than 10 rounds were 
used against school children, teachers, and staff; and, 

WHEREAS, such weapons and clips serve no purpose for the lawful hunter, 
target shooter, or individual gun owner seeking personal protection under the 
Second Amendment; and  

WHEREAS, the suggested solution of putting armed guards in the schools has 
been tried without success and remains an unacceptable fix to this systemic 
problem, as it brings guns into the teaching environment and is ineffective in 
defending against a shooter armed with an assault weapon; and 

WHEREAS, the shooters in these tragedies have access to such weapons and 
high-capacity ammunition clips despite having mental instability that ultimately 
contributed to their actions; and 

WHEREAS, the state of California has in recent years dramatically decreased 
funding for mental health services, leaving too many people with serious mental 
health disorders, such as teens and young adults with schizophrenia, unable to 
access and afford diagnostic and treatment services; and  

WHEREAS, because the state has cut essential services to the extent that 
currently the largest state-run mental health facility is attached to the Los Angeles 
prison system, many individuals receive treatment only after conviction for 
committing a crime; and  

WHEREAS, state budget cuts have forced many school districts to cut school-
based mental health services and eliminate clinically trained personnel, removing 
a critical early intervention structure for diagnosis and appropriate support; and 



WHEREAS, early diagnosis and treatment of mental health issues is far less 
expensive than suffering one horrific tragedy after another,  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the Board of Trustees of the Santa Cruz 
City Schools, in the best interest of the safety of our students and the community, 
supports a federal ban on the sale of assault weapons and high-capacity clips as 
a first step toward removing these extremely dangerous and unnecessary 
weapons as a threat to students, teachers, staff, and the community; and 

THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED the Board of Trustees of the Santa 
Cruz City Schools calls upon the California State Legislature and federal 
government to eliminate all access to weapons for individuals with mental 
illnesses; and 

THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED the Board of Trustees of the Santa 
Cruz City Schools calls upon the California State Legislature to reinstate 
adequate funding to support mental health services in schools to aid in the 
identification and treatment of young people at high risk for committing violent 
acts; and 

THEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED the Board of Trustees of the Santa 
Cruz City Schools calls upon the California State Legislature to adequately fund 
mental health services and provide resources and facilities to treat individuals 
BEFORE they commit potentially deadly crimes and thereby reduce the likelihood 
of mass shooting tragedies in California.  
 
 
 
Adopted by the Board of Trustees of the Santa Cruz City Schools on January 16, 
2013 by the following vote: 
 
 
AYES: ______________ 
 
NOS: _______________ 
 
ABSTENTIONS:  ______ 
 
ABSENT: ____________ 
 
 
 
________________________  ________________________ 
Deb Tracy-Proulx    Gary Bloom 
Board President    Superintendent 


